From 1861 To 1865. Our Country Was Torn Apart by a Civil War That Pitted North Against South, Brother Against Brother, Father Against Son. Neighbor Against Neighbor. The Impact Of The War And Its Aftermath Are Still Felt Today As Americans Continue To Grace with Physical Reminders of a Key Historical Time. For Some, They Represent Pride in Their Heritage. To Others, A Continued Reminder of a Dark Time in Our History. Here, We Explore Both Views. Take Time To Develop A Deeper Understanding of Historical Events That Have Taken Place, Shaped Our Country, And Continue to Impact the Community We Live In.

A Memorial to Confederate Veterans and Dead

The Civil War ended leading up to 1865, regional disputes over individual rights again took center stage, setting the stage for the Civil Rights movement. The struggle for freedom and equality continues to this day.

The Monument to Valor

In 1865, the war ended, but the memories of those who lost their lives in the Civil War did not. The monument was erected in the late 19th century to honor the soldiers who fought, and it stands as a reminder of the sacrifices made.

The Monument and the Virginia Constitution of 1901-1902

In 1901, Virginia adopted a new constitution that included provisions for the protection of African Americans. The constitution was later overruled by the U.S. Supreme Court, but it was a significant step forward for civil rights.

The Constitutional Convention

In 1901, the Virginia Supreme Court ruled that the constitution was unconstitutional. The state then召开了 a constitutional convention to rewrite the constitution, which was completed in 1902.

A Symbol of Power and Oppression

The Confederate flag is a symbol of power and oppression, representing the views of those who fought against the Civil War.

The connection between Richmond and June 12, 1865, was the importance of the celebration of Memorial Day. In Richmond, the Confederate flag is still flown to honor those who fought in the Civil War.
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